BOTH ENGLISH and American military experts have been spending many hours studying large multi-engined long range flying boats in experiments over the Pacific and North Pacific routes for the last two years by Pan American Airways. The airplanes ordered are being delivered for service tests. Tests will determine whether such big flying boats, with cruising speeds ranging from 250 miles an hour and range of 9,000 to 6,000 miles, will be able to operate on such routes.
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While English and American military experts have been spending many hours studying large multi-engined long range flying boats in experiments over the Pacific and North Pacific routes for the last two years by Pan American Airways, the airplanes ordered are being delivered for service tests. Tests will determine whether such big flying boats, with cruising speeds ranging from 250 miles an hour and range of 9,000 to 6,000 miles, will be able to operate on such routes.